INTRODUCTION
Let ~12 k 3 t be positive integers. Let X = ( 1, 2,..., rz} be an n-element set. Define (f) = {F:c X: 1 FJ = k}. A family F c (f) is called t-intersecting if 1 Fn F ( 3 t holds for all F, F' E 9, intersecting will mean l-intersecting.
Let us recall the following classical result.
It is easy to check that 9$ is intersecting, in particular, 14 I = I-6 1.
(1.3)
HILTON-MILNER THEOREM [HM] . (1.5) THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that n>2k, 3~3'6 k+ 1, Fc (i), F is intersecting with d(F)<d(PJ. Then
Moreover, if F attains equality in (1.6) then either .9 is isomorphic to @j or i = 4 and F is isomorphic to Z$.
Remark.
To see that Theorem 1.1 sharpens the Hilton-Milner theorem just note that if A t (f), x 4 A then there are exactly d(& + 1) k-element sets through x and intersecting A. That is, if fi P = # for an intersecting family P c (f) then necessarily d(9) < d(9$+ i) holds.
We shall prove the inequality part, (1.6) of Theorem 1.1 in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The characterization of equality is postponed until Section 6.
Let us mention that the statement of the theorem for i = 3 was conjectured by Hilton [H] more than 10 years ago. This result was inspired by a recent paper of Anderson and Hilton [AH] , who showed that (1.6) holds if i = 3 and we make the stronger assumption
By now there are many asymptotic results (i.e., n > n,(k)) sharpening the Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem via degree conditions, see, e.g., [Fl; Fiil, Fii2, FF2] . The study of those problems was initiated by Erdos, Rothschild, and Szemeredi (cf. [El) , wo proved that for P c (f), y1 >n,(k), d(P) d 2 19 l/3 and 9 intersecting, one has 19 1 < 14 1.
For a family of sets Z and a positive integer 1, let us define the Zth shadow of X by a,(~'?)= {G: JGI =l, THE%, GcH}.
Suppose that we know that 2 c (f) and (P 1 is fixed. What is the minimum of 1 a,(#') I? This important problem was solved independently by Kruskal and Katona. To state their result let us define the lexicographic order < on ($) by setting A<Bifmin{i:
LEA-B)>min{i: WEB-A). This induces a linear order on (f), 1< k 6 12.
For 0 <m < ($) let Y(m, k) (Y(rn, k)) be the collection of the smallest (largest) m sets in (c), respectively. KRUSKAL-KATONA THEOREM [Kr, Ml 1. Suppose that F c (c) 
For a short proof see [F2] . We will need the following simple numerical corollary (cf. [Kr, Kl] ). Note that the uniqueness of the optimal families for ) 9) = (7) is not a consequence of the Kruskal-Katona theorem, but follows from the actual proof. For a complete description of the values of IF ( for which there is a unique optimal family in the Kruskal-Katona theorem see [FG] and
CW
The relevance of shadows to intersection problems was first noted by Katona [K2] . In fact, the Kruskal-Katona theorem is equivalent to the following.
Call the families d and 53 cross-intersecting if A n B # 0 holds for all AE&', BELA. By the Kruskal-Katona theorem 3,(9'( ( d j, n -a)) n 2?(193 1, b) = $3. Now the statement follows from dp(m, a)' = Y(m, n -a). 1
We need three more results about cross-intersecting families. The proofs will be given in Section 5. Recall that a family 6?8 is t-intersecting if / B n B' j > t holds for ah B, B' E $8. For a family B c (f) and disjoint sets A, B c X define @-(A@ = (F-A: A c FE .9, B C-I F = @ ). The families F(A), P-(B) are defined analogously. If A= (i>, B= (j> then we write simply g'(q) or @(ji) to denote -9((i)(j)).
Note that 9(AB) is always considered as a family on the underlying set X-(A u B). This is important in the definition of 9(j$(AB)I, h). Namely, 9?(]9(AB)I, h) lexicographically largest sets in (x-(;fU8)). This operation was introduced by Erdbs, Ko, and Rado who proved that ( S,(9) I = /Y 1 and if F is intersecting then so is S,(F).
Part of the difficulties in the proof of Theorem 1.1 stems from the fact that the (i, j)-shift changes the degrees of i and j and it might happen that S,(F) fails to satisfy the degree condition.
However, the following properties of 9 = S,(F) are obvious. Claim 1.6. S(ij) = F(o), S(g) = F(q), )9(Z)) = ) F(Z) ( for I# i, j and I~(.llI d IW)l.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 FOR LARGE MAXIMAL DEGREE
In this section we prove LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that 4 < id k + 1, n > 2k, F c (z), 9 is intersecting and one has d(Fi-,)<d(F)<d($). Suppose that 9 c (c), 9 is intersecting, 1 is a point of maximal degree and 2 an arbitrary element of X, different from 1. In view of Lemma 2.1 we may assume that First we prove a simple inequality Since 1 has maximal degree, we have p-qi2)1=py2)~-jq12)1gl9-(i)/-/9(12)/ =pqlz)j.
Thus [ F( 12) / < (;I:) would imply (3.2).
Suppose the contrary and apply Theorem 1.2 to the cross-intersecting families 9(12), p-(12) defined on the underlying set [3, n] . Now Y'(I F(lZ)\, k-1) contains all (k-1)-subsets of [3, n] going through 3. Therefore every member of 9(19 (12) I, k-1) must contain 3, yielding (3.2). Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 in an important special case. Next we are going to use Lemma 3.1 to show that 9 can be always shifted unless (1.6) is true.
Let 2 6 j< y1 and consider the family 9 = S,,(P). In view of Claim 1.6, 1 is a vertex of maximal degree in $J. Thus the only problem which could prevent us from replacing 9 by 9 is If, however, /9(1)1 < (;I;) + (;I:) + (;I:), then Lemma 2.1 implies that (1.6) holds for 9 and thus for 9.
Thus we may assume
Using the obvious inequality ) B( lj) ) < (;ri), we obtain (3.
3)
The families 59(lj) and S(v) are cross-intersecting. By Theorem 1.2 so are TO = P'( /9( lj) 1, k -1) and .Y1 = 9() 9(v) 1, k) as well. It follows from (3.4) that SO contains all (k-1)-sets of [2, n] -{j> which go through at least one of the first two elements. This immediately implies Using Claim 1.6 we infer In view of Section 3, F verities (4.1) and (3.2).
CLAIM 4.1. S(E) is 2-intersecting.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that A, BE P(n) and A n B = {j> for some 3BjGn. The degree of every vertex BE 93 is exactly ("; ") while the degree of every vertex CEV is at most ("b"). M oreover, should equality hold for every C E '$7, then % u a is a connected component of G(( ,'), (,')). Since this latter is connected for n>a+ b, either &9=@ or B= (,') follows in this case.
Otherwise we have the strict inequality ) %' ) (m;a) > 1 g ( ("i"), Set also ~~=~~-~((~-:),~)c([~;~l). Then 0 < j 92 / < ( ;I :) implies that every member of sz contains 2. Hence dz; is l-intersecting. Since z0 contains all r-subsets of Y through 1, every member of z1 contains 1, that is \3'i(l) 1 = I& I. Applying Proposition 1.4 to the cross-intersecting families &( 1) and yz with a = r -1, t =: 1, Oa=si(l), B=T2, m=v--1 it follows that which is the desired inequality. In case of equality, equality must hold in Proposition 1.4 also. Thus either concluding the proof. 1
